
Dive-in Movie Club
Put up a large screen or sheet above the pool. Before club, in between events and after club, 
show music videos or movie clips...not only is this fun, but it gives leaders a chance to set up 
for the next event. Make sure you cover the sound system and as much of the computer and 
projector as possible, since the pool area will get wet! When kids arrive at club, organize them 
into 4 teams. Team leaders will have the list of events and sign kids up to do each event. Each 
team needs to stay in their designated area and keep their kids in the designated area (Just like 
pool games at camp). Keep kids out of the pool unless they are doing an event. Team Leaders 
are:
1. 

2. 

3. 

4.

Mixer 1: Snake Game
Have teams consisting of four boys and four girls. Play the game in the shallow end of the pool. Have 
the boys on one side and the girls on the other side-the game is like a relay. Have one boy race to the 
other side, and a girl will grab their shoulders and they go back and get another boy. They go back and 
forth, adding kids to their “snake” and the first team to get done wins. If you let go of your teammates 
shoulders then you have to go back and start from that side again.

Mixer 2: Hula Hoop Canon Ball
Put some hula hoops in the pool and have kids do a cannon ball for accuracy into the hula hoop. 

Mixer 3: Sweatshirt Relay
Have teams of six line up, with three kids on each side of the pool. The first person has to put on a 
sweatshirt and swim across the pool, then transfer the sweatshirt to the first person in that line. They go 
back and forth and the first team done wins. 

Mixer 4: King of the Mountain
Have two people balance on a raft and hold pool noodles. They battle with the noodles, trying to push 
their opponent off the raft. The first person who pushes their opponent off wins. Make sure there is 
enough space in the pool that kids won’t hit their head on the side when they get pushed off-have 
leaders in the pool holding the raft. 

Mixer 5: Beach Ball Kick
Divide the kids in half and have them sit on the side of the pool with their feet in. Throw a couple beach 
balls into the middle of the pool and have the kids kick their feet to try and get the ball on the opposing 
side. 

Running Skit Participation: Splash Contest
Have kids compete for the best/biggest/most creative splash.

Message:


